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Abstract 
 

Arapura in this discusion refers to traditional residential building 
that accommodates agriculturist matrilineal joint-family (taravad) in 
Kanyakumari area. This paper outlines the evolution of the Arapura from 
the prototype of granary whose sequential transformation could be 
traced from the design of granary box, pattayam. Three cases of Arapura 
are documented and analyzed with respect to their spatial configurations.  
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Introduction 
 

Arapura refers to the main house within a traditional residential complex or house 
compound (veedu) in Kanyakumari area; South India. A veedu accommodates an agriculturist 
matrilineal joint family that constitutes a matrilineal-clan (taravad)i and the Arapura stands for 
the main building of a veedu, main granary, ancestral house and worshiping center of the 
matrilineal joint family. Local people also address arapura as thaiveedu or ‘mother’s house’ 
signifying ownership and inheritance that follow female lines.   

 
Kanyakumari is a region located on the inter-state border area that partially belongs to 

the administrative districts of Kanyakumari, Tamil Nadu State and Thiruvananthapuram, of 
Kerala State. Kanyakumari is a region characterized by wet tropical climate  with large forest 
reserves, high rain fall, high humidity that can rise to about 90 percent and hundreds of water 
bodies and a canal irrigation system. Agriculture is the main source of income with paddy and 
coconut as its main produce.  Kanyakumari being the erstwhile capital of the Travancore 
kingdom is inclined towards cultural practices in Kerala particularly seen in matrilineal kinship.   
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Fig. 1: Map of South India and location of cases studies in the border of  
Kanyakumari and Thiruvanantapuram 

 
This paper is based on a brief field visit which was part of a larger study on traditional 

architecture of Kerala, conducted in 2008ii. The scope is limited to direct observations and 
spatial experiences, interview and documentations and the analysis focuses on the spatial 
configurations. Two observed cases, Paracode Veedu and Kuttamanggalam Veedu are situated 
in Kollancode village, in Kanyakumari district Tamil Nadu and the Therapazhanji Veedu is located 
in Parasala village, Thriruvananthapuram district, Kerala.   
 

Rice and Storage designs and Granary House 
 

There are many places in India where granary is an important and a celebrated 
structure, but rigorous studies about granary as a basic concept for residential building is 
somewhat absent.  Available elaborate studies on granary and architecture had been mostly 
done in Southeast Asia regions by Koji Sato (1991) and Gaudenz Domenig (1980, 1995)iii. In 
India, there are possibilities that the ancient tradition of granary dwellings have survived only in 
few places. According to V S Parmar (1995) many concepts of indigenous architecture 
disappeared from the Indian soil having been replaced by the so-called mainstream Aryan 
architecture traditionsiv. These include the ideas and practices of granary storage and their 
spatial manifestations. 
 

In Kerala, there are various scales and structural types of grain and paddy storing 
facilities that should not be confused with one another. They are, 
 

a. pattayam or granary-box (simple wooden grain-box to store paddy or grain), 
b. ara or granary-room inside house (special room inside house functioned to store 

paddy or grain),  
c. granary (free-standing paddy storing structure),  
d. nelara or granary-house (granary building, that are occasionally utilized for shelter), 
e. pattayapura or the granary-based-house (residential structure).  
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Nelara and pattayam are basically free standing granaries characterized by wooden-
panel construction (nira) but nelara is more a building while pattayam a box. The proper ‘paddy-
house’ which accommodates dwelling spaces is known as the pattayapura. The enclosure 
construction of pattayapura can be of mud, laterite, wood construction or combinations of 
them with orientation more to dwelling rather than storing. Although the terms are in 
Malayalamv, they could be used differently in different regions inside Kerala. Colloquially, in 
Kerala the term pattayapura is more widely used to denote a single-mass house but in 
Kanyakumari it denotes additional granary-house functionally built within the compound what 
generally is called nelara. In Kanyakumari, arapura is a specific term applied for granary-house, 
main and ancestral house and is distinguished from the rest of the buildings inside the 
compound by the use of a box frame wood paneling construction. 

 

Dwelling Culture in Kanyakumari  
 

The residents of the three cases of arapura or veedu are of the Nair community. In Nair 
community, the head of family (karanavar) is the eldest male in the family or is the mother’s 
brother. As the region is gifted by fertile land and rich rainfall, each extended family constituted 
a clan unit of self-sufficient community (taravad). They stay in a house compound which in 
Malayalam is called veedu. Economically each veedu, represents one corporate-kin body of an 
agriculture estate. A veedu stands as an individual house compound among the vast extent of 
paddy fields and gardens and cultivated land belonging to the family. In several places, of 
approximately 100 m distance away from veedu, clusters of huts belonging to the labor 
communities are situated. Veedus are dispersed and therefore a clustered settlement of 
dwellings is generally not seen in Kerala. The social integrity that constitutes a village or 
community can only be observed during festivals when several families contribute in various 
capacities for a common Devi temple (Bhagavaty temple).  The schematic arrangement of the 
compound can be described as in Fig 2 and 3. 

 

Fig. 2: Schematic plan of house compound and property (not to scale) 

A veedu in general is composed of the following. 
a. arapura (granary house, main and ancestral house);  
b. thekkathu or a sacred place for worship to family deity at the south east corner of the 

compound and usually with no idol;  
c. kitchen (aduppu), varakalam with traditional grinding stone (uuzhuntu) inside, situated 

in the north or northeast corner; and  
d. gate (padippura).at the east side.   
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Aduppu could be attached to the arapura or could stand as an independent shelter and 

pattayapura (additional granary-house) could be situated around the ancestral house. Aduppu, 
varakalam with kinar (well) constitute auspicious structure and therefore are situated in the 
eastern side of the compound. Gate could appear either as a gate-portal or as a gatehouse. The 
gatehouse consists of a rectangular hall entrance with an attached porch (Poomugham) and is 
often elaborately decorated, being a symbol of social status (see Fig. 5). 

  
 

  
 

Fig.3: Kuttamangalam Veedu (left) and it’s Arapura  
Source: Author 

 
Connecting all buildings within the compound is a set of perpendicular imaginary 

ordering lines - Suthram. The trait of suthram is derived from Vaastu geometrical calculation 
which is believed to articulate divine paths containing spiritual being, absorbed by the 
compound (Figures 5, 8 and 9). Any constructed structure which is passed through by these 
imaginary lines should be left hollow and therefore utilized as openings, such as doors and 
windows. In the portion which is not designed as functional openings but passed through by 
shutram lines, a hole would be fixed to conceptually let through the shutram lines. 
Architecturally it informed a geometrical order to configure building arrangements within the 
house compound (veedu). (suthram and shutram- are they similar or different) 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 4: Eastern elevation of Therapazhanji Veedu, Parasala, Trivandrum District (not to scale) 
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Fig. 5: Therapazhanji Veedu, 
Parasala, Trivandrum District 
(not to scale) 
 
1. Arapura 

1a. Ara (granary-room) 
1b. Pattayam (granary- box) 
1c. Tinna/ kootiyambalam 

(veranda) 
1d. Manthramoorthy 

(worshiping chamber) 
2. Thekketu (southern / prayer 

hall) 
3. Padipura (gate) 
4. Kinar (well) 
5. modern building 

 
 

All functions connected to and associated with paddy or grain storage is generally 
located in auspicious places or spots as governed by Vastuvi within the arapura or veedu. 
Culturally, granary is also associated with origin as ancestor relics are enshrined. In Hindu 
families where courtyard configuration appears, granary is always placed in the middle room of 
the western or southern hall to orient them to face north or east. This configuration of granary, 
courtyard and hall around the courtyard constitute ritual spaces recalling the recurring symbolic 
association of space for ancestors and paddy goddess seen in dwelling cultures in Java and 
Minangkabau, Indonesia. 

 
Arapura: Granary-house and Ancestral House 

Structurally arapura is a building that is made of box-frame structure of dimension 
approximately 6m x 6m with Nira which is a wood paneling system (See Fig. 6). The hall is 
surrounded by veranda-like space (kootiyambalam) and pedestal (tazhavaram) around. Inside 
the hall is a 5m x 2.5m smaller inner-hall (moori) with ara that occupies approximately 3m x 2m 
at one end and a free-standing pattayam at the opposite end of hall. The structure is composed 
of wall panels flanked by vertical timber frame and horizontal annular beam that consists of wall 
plate (uttaram), and lower base annular beam that sit on annular pedestal (adisthana) and 
arudham.  
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Fig. 6: Sketch of nira, principle section of ara and basic structure of core-arapura (not to scale) 
 

Some of the pattayam contained seed box which is called Udampara meaning grain 
store cum cot which used to act as ‘seat of the karanavar’. It socially emphasizes the high role of 
karanavar (head of family). This seed box is opened during Vishu (Malaylam New Year 
celebration) signifying the first cultivation of the year.   
 

`Under the Ara or Arayum Nirayum is the semi basement granary (nilavara).  It is said to 
be the original place for storing rice paddyvii and later stored household utensils, pickles and 
even treasury. Nilavara is structurally a hollow pedestal (adisthana) made of laterite or mud 
blocks which make this spatial configuration more elevated than the veranda-like space 
(kootiyambalam) encircling it and therefore the ara itself is the most elevated structure inside 
the arapura. Idols of the venerated family deity are also put inside the ara and daily rituals are 
conducted in front of it. (Fig. 6). The veranda-like space (kootiyambalam) and outer pedestal 
(tazhavaram) is a transitional place for interaction among family members. 
 

The roof construction, which is generally hip or hip-gable, is flanked by set of annular 
horizontal beams. The annular beams comprise of the base of base-annular beams on top of 
adisthana, upper part of wall-beams (uttaram) and topmost annular beams (Arudham).  
Arudham or arudhotaram is the highest situated annular beams that flank rooftop and is 
considered to be an auspicious structural set. Storage functions also take place in the attic 
space. Roof is a timber -frame structure fixed over the set of beams above ara covered by tiles 
or earlier thatch leaves. Provision of mukhapu (gable board) on both ends of the roof ridge is for 
ventilation (see Figs. 4 &7). It shows false door which resembles upper-entry granary door seen 
also in most Southeast Asian houses.  
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Arapura with Courtyard 

For the sake of status, or as the joint family requires a bigger space to accommodate 
family members, bigger arapura is needed constituting a courtyard house or additional house. 
The courtyard house could have one to three courtyards. Therapazhanji Veedu is an arapura 
case that takes the single-hall arapura type. Paracode Veedu and Kuttamanggalam Veedu are 
cases of multi-courtyard house. Courtyards can be classified into two kinds based on their 
dimension; the big courtyard is called Valiyachara and the small one is called Kolachara. Small 
hall around kolachara is called kocharapura and the wider hall around valiyachara is called 
valiyaapura. Pattayams or grain-boxes can be found in several corners or spots of this valiyapura 
and kocharapura.   In the front courtyard the processing activities related to agriculture take 
place.  

 
The main ancestral portion in this courtyard house is situated in the south west of the 

veedu and is called thekketu, a freestanding building for family worship. Principally the house 
faces east (see Picture 5.8.9) and extensions take place in the east and north. The well and 
kitchen are located in the north-east corner.   

Fig. 7:  Paracode Veedu,  
Kollancode, Kanyakumari District 
(not to scale) 
 
1. Arapura 

1a. Ara (granary-room) 
1b. Pattayam (granary- box) 
1c. tinna/ kootiyambalam 

(veranda) 
2a. Kocharapura (small courtyard 

hall) 
2b. Kolachara (small courtyard) 
3a. Valiyapura (big courtyard hall) 
3b. Valiyachara (big courtyard) 
4. new extended structure 
5. Thekketu (southern / prayer 

hall) 
6. Padipura  
6a. pattayapura (granary house) 
6b. poomugham (reception hall) 
6c. charupadi (bench) 
7. Kinar (well) 
8. Varakalam (pounding shelter) 
9. Pattayam (granary-house) 
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Fig 8. Longitudinal Section of Paracode Veedu, Kollancode, Kanyakumari District, showing 
courtyard (not to scale) 

Miscellaneous buildings 

The simplest shelter structure within a veedu appears as a single hall with an inner hall 
and pillared space in front. Other than then ancestral house – arapura- Pattayapura is the 
proper functional granary.  With the same basic structure it could appear spatially as single-hall 
granary and at its best expression a pattayapura could resemble the arapura. The number of 
patayaputa within a compound reveals wealth and dignity of family. Most of the pattayapura in 
these cases have been converted into modern houses. Only in Kuttamanggalam Veedu the 
three pattayapuras structures behind the arapura are still preserved (Fig 9).  With regards to the 
practice of matrilineal descent rule pattayapura also associated with living space to 
accommodate male members of the taravad.   

Padipura or gate is both functional entry and transitional structure that separate the 
realm of kin-community from the rest of the community and outsiders of different castes. They 
always face east and could appear as a simple gate as in Therapazhanji Veedu or as gatehouse in 
pattayapura type with fronted porch or poomugham as in the Paracode Vedu. The gate house 
or padipura also appears as a receiving hall with thinnai (seating platform) flanking the entrance. 
At each end of the thinnai, pattayams rest. Poomugham is another feature which occasionally 
accompanies padipura. It appears as a four pillared open hall structure attached to the 
pattayapura equipped with an inclined seat called thattupadi. It is also elaborately ornamented 
as it was representational structure to show off status of kin. Earlier the Thaattupadi was the 
special seat for the head of joint family, the karanavar. From thattupadi he could observe 
activities in the paddy field and also house compound as well as receive guests and maintain 
assembly meeting. 

  
Fig. 9: Kuttamanggalam, Kolancode, 
Kanyakumari District (not to scale) 
 
1. Arapura 

1a. Ara (granary-room) 
1b. Pattayam (granary- box) 
1c. tinna/ kootiyambalam (veranda) 

2a. Kocharapura (small courtyard 
hall) 

2b. Kolachara (small courtyard) 
3a. Valiyapura (big courtyard hall) 
3b. Valiyachara (big courtyard) 
4. new extended structure 
5. Thekketu (southern / prayer hall) 
6. demolished Padipura (gate) 
7. Kinar (well) 
8. Varakalam (pounding shelter) 
9. Pattayam (granary-house) 
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Gate in Paracode Veedu is furnished by imaginary transitional space which is defined by 
diagonal shutram enclosing a 900 degree angle space. This configured a quarter of a 
hemispherical space called madhampattu connecting two side openings on the left and right 
side of padipura and veranda in front of arapura or Kootiyambalam (see Picture 8). It 
emphasizes the male character of the public or semi public characters for structures and 
functions within madhampattu and female character for the rest of the functions beyond 
madhampattu including arapura within the compound.  

 
Sacred building of the compound appears as thekettu. Theke means south and thekettu 

literally means ‘southern hall’. It is a windowless pillared hall structure within which the family 
deity is kept. In the case of Kuttamanggalam veedu the thekkettu has two portions where the 
front space is dedicated and opened toward public and therefore provided worshipping centre 
for laborers and other communities connected to the family. The other one is privately for kin-
members. 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 10: Poomugham, Thekketu and Vaarkalam  

source: Author 
 

Pooja moor (prayer room) is a room within the arapura, situated in southern portion 
where daily prayer took place within the house. Pooja room inside Therapazhanji Veedu is called 
manthra moorthy. The room is very auspicious for the whole family and is restricted for the 
male. The manthra moorthy pooja room is situated in the southwest corner of arapura which 
was believed to be the location of the first pillar, erected in the house. It is found that above the 
southwest corner of pooja room is the kannikal post. This situation implies that manthra 
moorthy pooja room is the architectural articulation of ancestral worship within the family. 
Grain is put there to gain divine protection. 
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Conclusions: Evolution of granary into houses  
 

There are several interpretations on how granary concept configures spatial 
arrangement and is structurally transformed into a dwelling structure, by expanding the granary 
structure to achieve appropriate living and dwelling space or by rescaling and re-modification of 
granary to human anthropometry. Arapura is a case of dwelling structure whose earliest 
establishment could be traced back from construction of pattayam (granary box) and ara 
(granary room) with the rigorous usage of nira construction. The elaborations in dimensions 
yielded prototype of rectangular spatial structure that could function as a room (moori) which is 
called ara and functioned as granary room. Ara inside arapura becomes referent space that is 
functionally used as granary, socially as ancestral relic keeper, and ritually as axis mundi of the 
clan. The structural and spatial transformation into proper residential house is achieved by 
putting up additional room (moori), extension space surrounding it ( kootiyambam ,and 
thazhavaram) , or  transforming it into courtyard structure, with kolachara (small courtyard) or 
valiyachara (big courtyard). Storage also took place vertically in a cellar (nilavara) below the ara 
and the attic above reachable by ladder.  
 

The other structural buildings inside a veedu (house compound) other than arapura are 
established by common structure as arapura, such as paddipura (gatehouse), pattayapura 
(granary house), thekettu (southern prayer hall) and varakkalam (kitchen). Pattayapura is the 
functional practical granary and its numbers within compound denote the wealth and status of 
the family. All these buildings and structures are developed from the elementary structure of 
hall with inner space and front-open-pillared space. 
 

Socially, an arapura is also a worshiping place and symbol of family-corporate contained 
feminine characters. The ara in arapura is mostly designed with elaborate decoration as 
representation of sanctity of ancestor. Importance is also given to the first structure installed 
(initial post), called Kannikal where arudham (the highest located annular horizontal structure 
that flanked roof sit) is also situated. The gender division of female and male within veedu 
appears in dualism of inner house including arapura and the madhampattu. Space for cooking 
(aduppu), water source or well (kinar) and food preparation (varakalam) is considered as 
auspicious, therefore located toward eastern sides of the compound as regulated by Vaastu. All 
owners of the house claimed that the houses are of 400-700 years old. Ashalatha Thampuran 
(2001)viii also noted that this typology may represent the oldest type of refined residential 
structure in Kerala. This is reinforced by the usage of terms such arapura, kootiyambalam, 
kolachara, valiyachara, and madhampatthu by local residents in the Malayalam. 
 
Arapura is an example of a case of indigenous architecture of South India which highlights the 
importance of granary as basic structure of a dwelling. More focused research on construction; 
anthropology-architecture and hermeneutic analysis could further enrich the discourse on 
granary and dwelling structure in India.  
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